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therapy helps him communicate more clearly.

PAR 618.92 EDW

Edwards, Andreanna. Taking autism to school. 1st ed. Valley Park, MO : JayJo Books,
c2001.
Illustrations and simple text help teach children what autism is and how they can help
autistic students in their classes or community.

PAR 618.92 HAM

Hamaguchi, Patricia McAleer, 1959-. Childhood speech, language, and listening problems :
what every parent should know. New York : J. Wiley, c2001.

PAR 618.92 NAD

Nadeau, Kathleen G. Learning to slow down and pay attention : a book for kids about
ADHD. 3rd ed. Washington, DC : Magination Press, c2005.
A guidebook designed especially for kids, which uses cartoons, checklists, and
activity pages to teach them, their parents, and others around them, how to deal with
the challenges of attention deficit disorder.

PAR 618.92 STI

Stillman, William, 1963-. The autism answer book : more than 300 of the top questions
parents ask. Naperville, Ill. : Sourcebooks, c2007.
What is autism? -- Getting a diagnosis -- Communication -- Sensory sensitivities -Physical well-being -- Mental health -- Valuing passions -- Treatment options -- Fair
discipline -- Making social connections -- School success -- Young adulthood and
beyond. Uses a question-and-answer format to help parents of children with autism
understand their child's condition and help them cope with the challenges they face at
home and at school, with information on the signs of autism, possible treatment
options, common issues related to autism, and other related topics.

PAR 649 AME

Ames, Louise Bates. Your eight-year-old : lively and outgoing. New York : Dell, [1990],
c1989.
A guide to the characteristics, moods, thoughts, and development of the eightyearold.

PAR 649 APT

Apter, T. E. The confident child : raising a child to try, learn, and care. New York : Norton,
2006, c1997.
Offers parents practical strategies that will help them raise confident, motivated,
caring children, focusing on the importance of responding to a child's emotions and
helping them use their feelings to guide them when solving problems, making friends,
and manage their reactions.

PAR 649 BER

Berman, Jenn. The A to Z guide to raising happy, confident kids. Novato, Calif. : New
World Library, c2007.
A is for apple: helping your children form a healthy relationship with food -- B is for
bogeyman: understanding and addressing childhood fears -- C is for cheering: being a
great sports parent -- I is for double trouble: raising twins -- E is for eenie meanie:
helping children become good decision makers -- F is for free to be me!: raising kids
with great self-esteem -- G is for gimme, gimme: raising down-to-earth children -- H
is for hero: being a great dad -- I is for "I don't wanna go": helping the child who
doesn't want to go to school -- J is for jumping jacks: helping your children love
exercise -- K is for kitty cat: keeping pets in the home -- L is for lovebug: teaching
your child about love -- M is for Mary Poppins: finding good childcare -- N is for
noodles and nuggets: eating meals together -- O is for ouch: making visits to the
doctor painless -- P is for priorities: spending time with loved ones -- Q is for
quarters: teaching your kids about money -- R is for riddles and rainbows: promoting
creativity in your child -- S is for sos (save our siblings): dealing with sibling rivalry - T is for Teletubbies: understanding the effects of tv on your child -- U is for uno:
parenting your only child -- Is for vegging out: letting your child have downtime -- W
is for wedded bliss: keeping your marriage strong -- Is for x chromosome: raising a
girl -- Y is for y chromosome: raising a boy -- Z is for getting zzz's: helpingyour child
get a good night's sleep. A guide for parents that covers twenty-six different topics on
effective parenting, discussing issues such as self-confidence, childhood fears, school
anxiety, doctor's visits, sibling rivalry, and more.

PAR 649 BER

Bernstein, Jeffrey, 1961-. 10 days to a less defiant child : the breakthrough program for
overcoming your child's difficult behavior. New York : Marlowe & Co., c2006.
Introduction: This is not what I expected parenting to be like -- Day 1: Grasping why
your child acts defiant -- Day 2: Understanding your defiant child -- Day 3:
Sidestepping the yelling trap -- Day 4: Avoiding power struggles -- Day 5:
Reinforcing the positive changes in your child -- Day 6: Dependable discipline -- Day
7: Rallying family support -- Day 8: Lessening defiance at school -- Day 9:
Overcoming stubborn obstacles -- Day 10: Reducing defiance for the long run -Appendix: Guide to handling defiant students. Child psychologist Jeffrey Bernstein
presents a ten-day program designed to help parents regain control of their defiant
child using simple, non-confrontational methods.

PAR 649 BRO

Brooks, Robert B. Raising a self-disciplined child : help your child become more
responsible, confident, and resilient. New York : McGraw-Hill, c2007.
Developing self-discipline in our children -- The mindset for effective discipline -Helping your child take control -- Teaching your child to solve problems -- Showing
your child that he or she is competent --Teaching your child how to react to mistakes
-- Helping your child cope with doubts anddisappointments -- Responding
constructively when life seemsunfair -- Encouraging your child to make a difference - Thelessons and power of self-discipline. Provides advice for parents on promoting
self-discipline in their children and helping them become responsible, confident, and
resilient; and includes case studies.

PAR 649 CAN

Chicken soup for the parents soul : stories of loving, learning, and parenting. Deerfield
Beach, FL : Health Communications, c2000.
A collection of approximately ninety stories designed to inspire and comfort parents,
including works by Peter Fonda, Martha Beck, and Gary Lautens.

PAR 649 CLA

Clarke, Jean Illsley. How much is enough? : everything you need to know to steer clear of
overindulgence and raise likeable, responsible, and respectful children. New York :
Marlowe & Co., c2004.
Offers parents practical advice on how they can find the perfect balance between
helping their children and overindulging them, explaining the dangers of giving
children too much and overnurturing them and the best ways to provide them with the
structure that will help them learn the skills needed to become happy, well-adjusted
adults.

PAR 649 COL

Coloroso, Barbara. Parenting through crisis : helping kids in times of loss, grief, and
change. 1st HarperResource Quill pbk. ed. New York : Quill, 2001, c2000.
Shows parents how to help children find a way through grief and sorrow during the
difficult times of death, illness, divorce, and other upheavals by using time, affection,
and optimism, and contains anecdotes from her personal life as a nun, mother, and
parenting educator.

PAR 649 COO

Cooper-Kahn, Joyce. Late, lost and unprepared : a parents' guide to helping children with
executive functioning. Bethesda, MD : Woodbine House, 2008.
Discusses how parents can help their children manage frustrating problems with
executive functions, such as impulse control, cognitive flexibility, initation of chores
and homework, memory, planning, organizing, and self-monitoring.

PAR 649 DAW

Dawson, Peg. Smart but scattered : the revolutionary "executive skills" approach to helping
kids reach their potential. New York : Guilford Press, c2009.
Introduction -- Part I: What makes your child smart but scattered -- How did such a
smart kid end up so scattered? -- Identifying your child's strengths and weaknesses -How your own executive skill strengths and weaknesses matter -- Matching the child
to the task -- Part II: Laying a foundation that can help -- Ten principles for
improving your child's executive skills -- Modifying the environment : A is for
antecedent -- Teaching executive skills directly : B is for behavior -- Motivating your
child to learn and use executive skills : C is for consequence -- Part III: Putting it all
together -- Advance organizer -- Ready-made plans for teaching your child to
complete daily routines -- Building response inhibition -- Enhancing working
memory -- Improving emotional control -- Strengthening sustained attention -Teaching task initiation -- Promoting planning and prioritizing -- Fostering
organization -- Instilling time management -- Encouraging flexibility -- Increasing
goal-directed persistence -- Cultivating metacognition -- When what you do is not
enough -- Working with the school -- What's ahead?. The latest research in child
development shows that many kids who have the brain and heart to succeed lack or
lag behind in crucial "executive skills"--the fundamental habits of mind required for
getting organized, staying focused, and controlling impulses and emotions. Learn
easy-to-follow steps to identify your child's strengths and weaknesses, use activities
and techniques proven to boost specific skills, and problem-solve daily routines. -from publisher description.

PAR 649 DEL

Delisle, James R., 1953-. Parenting gifted kids : tips for raising happy and successful
children. Waco, Tex. : Prufrock Press, c2006.
A practical guide to parenting gifted children with advice on understanding a child's
giftedness, dealing with perfectionism, building character, and helping kids achieve
goals.

PAR 649 DIN

Dinkmeyer, Don C. Raising a responsible child : how to prepare your child for today's
complex world. Rev. and updated ed. New York : Simon & Schuster, 1996.
A guide to raising confident and caring children that is designed to help parents
understand their children's behavior, build their child's self-esteem, teach their

children to take responsibility for their actions, and listen to and accept their
children's opinions.
PAR 649 EMM

Emmett, Rita. The procrastinating child : a handbook for adults to help children stop
putting things off. New York : Walker, 2002.
Provides parents with tips and strategies designed to help them motivate their children
to do things on time and stop procrastinating at home, at school, and at play.

PAR 649 GRE

Greene, Ross W. The explosive child : a new approach for understanding and parenting
easily frustrated, chronically inflexible children. Rev. and updated [ed.]. New York :
Harper, 2005.
Presents advice for parents on handling children with quick tempers, explaining how
to anticipate and lessen the behavior and teach one's child the skills necessary to
handle frustration adaptively and become more flexible, socially and emotionally.

PAR 649 GRE

Greene, Ross W., author. The explosive child : a new approach for understanding and
parenting easily frustrated, chronically inflexible children. Fifth edition.
Advises parents on how to handle children with quick tempers, explaining how to
anticipate and lessen the behavior by teaching the child the skills necessary to handle
frustration adaptively to become more flexible, socially and emotionally.

PAR 649 HAR

Harris, Sandra L. Siblings of children with autism : a guide for families. 2nd ed. Bethesda,
MD : Woodbine House, 2003.
Brothers and sisters : getting together and getting along -- He doesn't know what
angels are : autism viewed through children's eyes -- Why does he do that? :
explaining autism to children -- Let's talk : helping children share their thoughts and
feelings -- The balancing act : finding time for family, work, and yourself -- Children
at play : helping children play together -- An adult perspective : the mature sibling.
Offers advice to parents that helps them to see autism through the eyes of their other
children and answers questions such as how to explain autism to other siblings and
how to balance the needs of other family members.

PAR 649 IKE

Ikeda, Joanne P. Am I fat? : helping young children accept differences in body size :
suggestions for teachers, parents, and other care providers of children to age 10. Santa
Cruz, Calif. : ETR Associates, 1992.

PAR 649 JEN

Jenson, William R. The tough kid parent book. Eugene, Or. : Pacific Northwest Pub.,
c2010.
Presents practical techniques for parents to effectively deal with their children during
challenging situations.

PAR 649 MAC

Mac Kenzie, Robert J. Setting limits with your strong-willed child : eliminating conflict by
establishing clear, firm, and respectful boundaries. 1st ed. Roseville, Calif. : Prima,
c2001.
Explains how to parent a strong-willed child without being too easy or too hard,
showing how to set boundaries and keep them while staying empathetic, and how to
make the child want to cooperate.

PAR 649 MCL

McLaughlin, Dan J. The parent's homework dictionary. 2nd ed. Poway, CA : Damand
Promotions, c1998, 2007.
Provides parents with definitions and explanations of key terms and concepts in
language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies to help them understand their
child's homework and help them succeed.

PAR 649 NAK

Nakazawa, Donna Jackson. Does anybody else look like me? : a parent's guide to raising
multiracial children. 1st Da Capo Lifelong Books pbk. ed. Cambridge, MA : Da Capo
Life Long, 2004, c2003.
Draws from psychological research and interviews with more than sixty multiracial
families to show parents of multiracial children how to help them cope with identity
issues and social conflicts at each stage from preschool to young adulthood, covering
such topics as mean-spirited peers and how to handle the "What are you?" question.

PAR 649 PAR

Parker, Harvey C. The ADHD workbook for parents : a guide for parents of children ages
2-12 with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder. Plantation, Fla. : Specialty Press,
c2005.
A guide for parents of children with attention-deficit/ hyperactivity disorder that
explains the condition; offers strategies for managing behavior, handling homework,
improving study skills, advocating in schools, and understanding medical treatments;
and provides resources.

PAR 649 PHE

Phelan, Thomas W., Ph.D. 1-2-3 Magic: effective discipline for children 2-12. Glen Ellyn,
IL : Child Management Inc, 1995.

PAR 649 SHU

Shure, Myrna B. Raising a thinking child workbook : teaching young children how to
resolve everyday conflicts and get along with others. Rev. ed. Champaign, IL :
Research Press, 2000.
Presents games and activities parents may use to help children ages four to seven
learn how to solve everyday problems, looking at parent/child and child/child
problems.

PAR 649 TUR

Turecki, Stanley. The difficult child. 2nd rev. trade pbk. ed. New York : Bantam, 2000.
Some children are born difficult -- A program for your difficult child -- What does the
future hold for my child?. Provides advice for parents of hard-to-raise children;
covering attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, situation evaluation, managing
temperament, regaining adult authority, coping with a difficult infant, working with
professionals, and more. Includes recommended reading.

PAR 649.1 AME

Ames, Louise Bates. Your six-year-old : loving and defiant. New York : Dell, 1981.
Provides guidance for parents of six-year-olds, explaining the six-year-old child's
psychology and addressing such topics as the relationship with the mother, beginning
first grade, competitiveness with siblings and friends, and lying, and includes lists of
recommended books and toys.

PAR 649.1 FAB

Faber, Adele. How to talk so kids will listen & listen so kids will talk. New York : Avon,
[1999], c1980.
Presents innovative ways to solve common communication problems of parents and
children.

PAR 649.155 WAL

Walker, Sally Yahnke, 1942-. The survival guide for parents of gifted kids : how to
understand, live with, and stick up for your gifted child. Minneapolis, MN : Free
Spirit, c1991.
Information for parents on gifted children, their education, and problems.

PAR 791.43 BUR

Burr, Ty. The best old movies for families : a guide to watching together. New York :
Anchor Books, 2007.
Contends that children and teenagers should be exposed to old films; providing
detailed notes on over two hundred movies with cast and crew, plots, why it should
be viewed, trivia, and more.

PAR 796.352 SPE

Spearman, Mitchell. A.I.M. of golf : visual-imagery lessons to improve every aspect of
your game. [Emmaus, Pa.] : Rodale ;, c2004.
Mitchell Spearman offers a systematic approach designed to help golfers master the
game and improve their swing by using visual imagery.

PAR E MOO

Moore-Mallinos, Jennifer. When my parents forgot how to be friends. 1st ed. for the U.S.
and Canada. Hauppauge, N.Y. : Barron's, 2005.
A little girl explains how she feels when her parents begin arguing a lot, stop doing
things together, and decide to separate, and describes the ways they cooperate to
show her they are still a family.

PAR E SMI

Smith, Nicole. Allie, the allergic elephant. 3rd ed. Colorado Springs, CO : Allergic Child
Pub., c2006.

Allie the elephant has an allergic reaction to peanuts served at school and soon learns
what symptoms to watch for and what foods to avoid.
PAR FIC PAT

Paton Walsh, Jill, 1937-. The green book. 1st Sunburst ed. New York : Farrar, Straus and
Giroux, 1986, c1982.
As their small stock of essential supplies dwindles, a group of refugees from Earth
struggles to make their strange new planet provide life's necessities.

